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The optimal structures, interaction energies, and OH stretch frequencies of water cage clusters, (H2O)n, n )
7-10, have been investigated theoretically. The study consisted of MP2 level ab initio calculations of optimal
structures and spectra and similar calculations employing an empirical polarizable potential. The study focuses
predominantly on structures, that were used for assignment of recently measured size selected OH stretch
spectra. The structures are related to octamer cubes. The nonamer and the decamer are derived from the
octamer by insertion of one and two two-coordinated molecules, respectively, into theD2d cube edges. The
two heptamer isomers are obtained by removal of a single water molecule from theS4 octamer cube. Then
) 8-10 clusters correspond to relatively regular structures, characterized by two distinct groups of O‚‚O
bond lengths and corresponding stretch frequencies. The more strained and asymmetric heptamers include a
broad range of hydrogen bonded configurations, which are reflected by a complex OH stretch spectrum with
numerous peaks. Two additional low energy decamer structures were investigated, which correspond to two
fused pentamer rings. Following past suggestions, we further explored the possibility of parameterizing OH
bond frequency as a function of the electric field at the H atom.

I. Introduction

The study of weakly bound clusters of molecules opens new,
exciting possibilities for exploring the structural transition from
the molecular constituents to the condensed phases. Of particular
interest are water clusters, since they serve as excellent model
systems for testing our understanding of hydrogen bonding in
water and for calibrating potentials. Since the original matrix
isolation studies of the water dimer by Pimentel,1 experimental
methods to determine structure, spectra, and other properties
of the water clusters have progressed dramatically; in parallel,
a large number of theoretical studies has been carried out. It is
noted that the pertinent literature on H2O clusters is very
extensive and would comprise a citation list of unreasonable
length; therefore, our list includes only a representative set, most
directly relevant to the present study.

For the water dimer, a sequence of experimental and
theoretical studies (see, e.g., refs 2 and 3) demonstrated
conclusively a near-linear hydrogen-bonded global minimum
on the potential energy surface (PES). Dimer data include a
wealth of information on the water PES at the level of a pair
interaction, as indicated by recent accurate calculations of
rovibrational energy levels.4 However, it is known that many-
body interactions affect significantly water properties in con-
densed phases, and provide a significant fraction of the binding
energy. Water clusters larger than dimers are an excellent source
of information on such interactions.

(H2O)n, n g 3 clusters have been investigated extensively
for a long time, in theoretical studies employing electronic
structure techniques (e.g., refs 5-23), a variety of analytical
potentials (e.g., refs 24-32), and a combination of both (e.g.,
refs 33-41). For n ) 3-5, a cyclic lowest energy structure
has been predicted, with the basic structural unit of a single
proton donor-single acceptor (DA) water molecule. A transition
toward three-dimensional structures was obtained nearn ) 6
(e.g., 11, 15, 33, 34, 40). For the octamer, two very stable cubic
structures (S4 and D2d) have been predicted.28,33,36 There has
been a discussion in the literature concerning the possible
participation of such cubic units in larger clusters versus
evolution toward structures with larger water rings.19,27-29,32,37,38

The difficulties associated with the modeling of structures and
spectra of clusters increase significantly as a function of size.
There is a dramatic increase in the number of adjacent low lying
minima. Calculations of energy ordering of the different isomers
are complicated by inaccuracies in both empirical and ab initio
potentials and by possibly large zero-point energy (ZPE) effects.
Accurate calculations of vibrational energy levels are becoming
increasingly difficult.

The main experimental difficulty in the study of (H2O)n, n
g 3 has been the measurement of spectra ofsize selectedneutral
clusters. This barrier has been surmounted recently in a number
of laboratories. A series of far-infrared vibration-rotation-
tunneling42 and infrared43,44 laser spectroscopic studies dem-
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onstrated conclusively a cyclic structure forn ) 3-5 and a
transition toward a three-dimensional cage structure atn ) 6.45,46

Similar conclusions were drawn from the double resonance ion-
dip infrared experiments on water clusters connected to ben-
zene15,47 and phenol.48,49 The two stable symmetric cube
structures of the octamer were first reported for the (H2O)8-
benzene cluster.50 For pure water clusters, the two cubes were
demonstrated in our recent study of size selected (H2O)n
spectroscopy.51 The cube structures were also shown to be
present in water clusters with a phenol chromophore.52

The present study belongs to a series of our investigations
of (H2O)n structures and spectra in the three-dimensional size
regimen ) 7-10. Size selected OH spectra of the pertinent
clusters have been recently measured and interpreted with the
help of calculations.51,53The structures, which are the focus of
the present study, are shown in Figures 1-3. Six of these
structures (Hlow, Hnxt, O(D2d)opp, O(S4)same, Nopp, and Dbfl) were
used to assign the experimental spectra. In addition, the set
includes two decamer structures (Dsameand Dopp), which seem
to correspond to the lowest decamer potential minima; these
minima are, however, destabilized by ZPE effects.51 Limited
calculations are also presented for the hexamer prism, mainly
for comparison with other studies. The structures shown in
Figures 1-3 can be considered loosely as members of a series,
derived from the two lowest energy octamer cubes by either
insertion or removal of water molecules. The main structural
units in these clusters are three-coordinated molecules of two
varieties: double donor-single acceptor (DDA) and single
donor-double acceptor (DAA). As discussed below, H atoms
of DDA molecules form relatively weak hydrogen bonds, while
H atoms of DAA form relatively strong ones.15,47,51,54

Extensive use of OH stretch spectroscopy as a structural probe
of clusters and other water-containing systems is related to the
great sensitivity of the OH stretch frequency to hydrogen
bonding. A strong hydrogen bond results in frequency red-shift
of hundreds of inverse centimeters. Moreover, the spectra are
sensitive to hydrogen bond geometry and coordination.7,47,51,54

One of the chief aims of our studies is to put the connection

between the hydrogen bond strength and geometry and the OH
spectra on a more quantitative basis.

MP2 level ab initio calculations are presented of minimum
energy structures and of harmonic frequencies for all of the
above mentionedn ) 6-10 cluster structures. To the best of
our knowledge, ab initio results at a correlated level are reported
here for the first time forn ) 9, 10 (inclusion of correlation is
necessary for calculations of OH stretch spectra15,55). Calcula-
tions on the present level are sufficient to reproduce qualitatively
the observed range of spectral lines, and the approximate
frequency shift characteristics of different hydrogen-bonded
coordinations. However, quantitative reproduction of OH stretch
spectra requires correlated ab initio calculations on a level which
is much too high for systems of that size.55 We then attempted
to construct an empirical model capable of a better representation
of the experiment.

An ultimate tool for interpreting the connection between
structure and spectroscopy of H2O containing systems would
be an accurateflexible water potential. Parameterization of
flexible water potentials is much less advanced than param-
eterization of the rigid ones. A usual way for constructing a
flexible potential is to combine a reasonable rigid PES with a
sum of intramolecular terms parameterized for gaseous H2O
(see, e.g., refs 25, 56). However, intramolecular properties
change as a result of hydrogen bonding, e.g., bond dipole
derivatives increase dramatically and change direction,57 and
the bond coupling constant changes sign58,59(see also discussion
below).

Here, a different approach was adopted for constructing an
empirical model of the OH stretch spectra. The main challenge
was to establish the relation between the bond frequency and
the strength and the geometry of hydrogen bonding. Combina-
tion of quantitative data from cluster spectroscopy with qualita-

Figure 1. Structures of hexamer-prism and two heptamers after MP2
minimization. The O atoms of DDA molecules are marked black.

Figure 2. Structures ofn ) 8-10 clusters after MP2 minimization.
The O atoms of DDA molecules are marked black. Top: octamers;
middle: nonamers; bottom: Dbfl decamer structure. The structures are
shown from the point of view emphasizing the evolution from octamer
cubes.
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tive ideas from ab initio studies seems a viable basis for
calibrating such a model. In ab initio studies of ref 60, it was
suggested that the OH stretch frequency should be a parabolic
function of E|, the electric field component parallel to OH, at
the H atom. Physically, a hydrogen bond can be viewed as a
strong electrostatic interaction, soE| is a reasonable measure
of the bond strength. The idea was shown to work qualitatively
for the H2O point charge system and for Mg2+‚(H2O)n clusters.60

In the present model, this idea was generalized by assuming
that the OH stretch frequency in water clusters issome(not
necessarily parabolic) function ofE|, whereE| is calculated as
the field of the fixed charges and the induced dipoles of a
polarizable potential denoted EMP.61 In our initial study of
(H2O)n, n ) 8-10, (ref 51) the calibration of theω(E|) function
was performed using minimum energy conformations of the
cyclic water clusters (n ) 3-5) and of the octamer cube. The
nonamer and decamer structures were suggested on the basis
of comparison to experiment of calculated spectra employing
this parameterization. However, the much more complex
heptamer spectra were not reproduced. Moreover, a parameter-
ization based on properties of the minimum does not take into
account intermolecular delocalization. In fact, the ground state
of the small cyclic clusters was shown to be above transition
barriers between several minima.35,42 Even the more rigidn )
6-10 clusters cover a considerable range of zero-point motion
(ZPM). It has been shown in a number of studies,78,79 that
intermolecular delocalization around the minimum may affect
substantially intramolecular cluster spectra. This is because a
minimum is a special location of particularly strong hydrogen
bonds, and ZPM brings the cluster away from the minimum. A
new parameterization and a treatment of OH stretch spectra

including ZPM effects was introduced in a recent letter on the
heptamer,53 and is described in more detail in this article.

Ab initio methods and results are described in section II.
Section III describes results obtained with the EMP potential,
including cluster spectra, dipoles, and energetics. Energies and
spectra obtained in EMP and ab initio calculations are compared
to each other and to experimental data. In section IV, the relation
between clusters and condensed H2O phases is discussed briefly.
Results are summarized in section V. The measurements of the
pertinent OH stretch spectra of size selected clusters are
summarized in the Appendix; the experiments were reported
in refs 51 and 53.

II. Ab Initio Calculations

A. Cluster Structures. Since an exhaustive search for the
global minimum energy conformation is not practicable at the
ab initio level for water clusters in the size rangen ) 7-10,
the information based on an analytic water potential is a useful
guide to the low energy topologies. The input configurations
to ab initio minimizations are low energy minima obtained
previously51,53 with the EMP potential,61,62 which is described
in section III. The search for the lowest energy structures was
carried out by thousands of minimizations employing random
initial conditions. The initial conditions corresponded to two
water rings randomly displaced and rotated with respect to each
other; in addition, “noise” was added to the center-of-mass water
coordinates.

The structures selected for investigation in the present study
are shown in Figures 1-3, together with the nomenclature used
throughout the article. The figures display the structures after
MP2 minimizations; the input structures from EMP minimiza-
tions are visually similar. In each of the structures there is an
equal number of DDA and DAA molecules; the heptamers, the
nonamers, and one of the decamers include in addition two-
coordinated DA molecules. The O atoms of the DDA molecules
are marked black in the figures. The O atoms of DAA and DA
are marked white (the two types of molecules can be easily
distinguished by inspection). The structures shown in Figures
1-3 can be considered loosely as members of a series, derived
from the two low energy octamer cubes by either insertion or
removal of water molecules. The two “parent” octamer units,
denoted O(D2d)opp and O(S4)same, are shown at the top of Figures
2 and 3; the experimental spectra were assigned to a mixture
of both isomers. Figure 2 shows also two nonamer structures
Nopp and Nsameand a decamer structure Dbfl (“butterfly”); the
latter structures are shown from the point of view which
emphasizes the structural evolution from the octamer cubes. The
nonamer and the decamer structures are derived from the
octamers by insertion of one and two two-coordinated DA
molecules, respectively, into the cube edges. The Nopp and Dbfl

minima were selected for this study, since their calculated OH
stretch spectra were found to match best the experiment.51 Nopp

is the lowest nonamer minimum found, Nsameis the next one.
Dbfl is not the lowest decamer minimum. The lowest minima,
Dsameand Dopp, which are shown at the bottom of Figure 3, can
be viewed as two fused pentamer rings. The Dsame and Dopp

minima can be derived from the octamer cubes, by multiplying
one of the two-molecule edges connecting the oriented rings;
note the repetition of the vertical edges in the back “wall” of
the two decamers, as shown in Figure 3. The Dsameand Dopp

structures are destabilized by ZPE effects and, after inclusion
of ZPE, become nearly isoenergetic with Dbfl. Comparison with
experiment suggests that, in reality, Dbfl is lower in energy;
however, the currently available methods appear to be insuf-
ficiently accurate for calculation of small energy differences.

Figure 3. Structures ofn ) 8-10 clusters after MP2 minimization.
The O atoms of DDA molecules are marked black. Top: octamers;
middle: nonamers; bottom: decamers. Then ) 8-9 structures are
the same as in Figure 2, shown from a different point of view. All of
these structures can be considered as two fused rings; the OH‚‚OH‚‚
OH‚‚ pattern in the top ring is oriented either in the opposite direction
(left structures) or the same direction (right) as the bottom ring.
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All of the structures with the subscripts “opp” and “same”
can be viewed as two fusedorientedrings. This point of view
is demonstrated in Figure 3. In all of the structures, the closed
ring pattern OH‚‚OH‚‚‚OH‚‚ in the bottom ring is oriented in
either the same or the opposite direction as in the top ring. The
two lowest “same” and “opp” isomers of each cluster are close
in energy.

The two heptamer structures Hlow, and Hnxt, shown in Figure
1, can be derived from the O(S4)sameoctamer cube by removal
of either one DDA or one DAA water molecule. Alternatively,
they can be obtained by insertion of one two-coordinated water
molecule to either top or bottom triangular base of the hexamer
prism. The Hlow and Hnxt minima are the lowest energy structures
found for n ) 7, in accord with past theoretical predictions.33

The experimental spectra include contributions from both
heptamer isomers.53

Finally, limited calculations are presented for the hexamer
prism Hxprism, chiefly for the purpose of comparison with other
studies. The prism, shown in Figure 1, top, can be considered
the lowest member of the series, obtained by removal of the
DA molecule from either of the heptamers. Extensive past
studies ofn ) 6 (e.g., refs 11, 15, 16, 38, 34, 40, 45) suggest,
that the prism is one of the lowest hexamer minima, and perhaps
the lowest one, which is however destabilized with respect to
the experimentally observed “cage” structure by ZPE effects.45

Note that all ofthe structures in Figures 1-3 (except
O(D2d)opp) have isoenergetic isomers which can be obtained by
reflection. For example, exchange of the left and the right hand
side in all structures shown in Figure 1 results in obviously
isoenergetic structures, which cannot be overlapped with the
original ones.

B. Methods of Ab Initio Calculations. The EMP minima
were used as input for ab initio optimizations at two levels:

TABLE 1: Calculated Properties of the Water Monomer in
DZ1P Basis Set on HF and MP2 Levelsa

SCF MP2

parameter ν I ν I exptl

ν1 4113 22.8 3922 11.4 3832
ν2 1711 122.0 1617 104.9 1649
ν3 4265 64.1 4060 39.0 3943
∆ν13 152 138 110

SCF MP2

parameter ν I ν I exptl

R(OH) (Å) 0.9543 0.9699
HOH 106.7° 104.9°
µ(D) 2.192 1.855
R (a.u.) 5.113 9.94
Etot (hartree) -76.0375667 -76.2202658
ZPE (kcal/mol) 14.423 13.721

a Harmonic frequenciesνi in cm-1; intensity I in KM/mol. Experi-
mental data are from a compilation of ref 55.

TABLE 2: Cluster Energiesa

7 8 9

n Hlow Hnzt D2d S4 Nopp Nsame

SCF:Etot -532.357117 -532.351509 -608.410852 -608.411231 -684.463579 -684.463018
SCF:ZPE 118.053 118.141 136.23 136.299 153.055 153.094
SCF:De -46.894 -46.496 -58.894 -58.717 -67.361 -66.601
SCF:D0 -29.802 -29.316 -38.048 -37.802 -44.113 -43.355
SCF:De,rel -46.099 -45.636 -57.949 -57.766 -66.253 -65.579
SCF:D0,rel -29.007 -28.456 -37.103 -36.851 -43.005 -42.333

MP2:Etot -533.679125 -533.679111 -609.933349 -609.934137 -686.176985 -686.176587
MP2:ZPE 114.883 115.040 132.42 132.511 149.020 149.002
MP2:De -55.244 -54.775 -70.255 -70.017 -80.197 -79.585
MP2:D0 -36.407 -35.775 -47.603 -47.274 -54.666 -54.072
MP2:De,rel -52.041 -51.529 -66.091 -65.849 -75.289 -74.581
MP2:D0,rel -33.230 -32.530 -43.438 -43.106 -49.795 -49.068

EMP(r):De -57.014 -56.915 -71.267 -71.322 -80.541 -80.236
EMP(r):D0 -38.8 -38.5 -48.4 -48.5 -55.2 -54.8
EMP(fl):De -58.886 -58.873 -73.714 -73.789 -83.189 -82.927
EMP(fl):D0 -44.5 -44.4 -55.9 -56.1 -64.2 -63.7

10

n Dopp Dsame Dbfl (trans)

SCF:Etot -760.518576 -760.518921 -760.516006
SCF:ZPE 170.670 170.742 169.821
SCF:De -76.445 -76.201 -75.5275
SCF:D0 -50.004 -49.689 -49.936
SCF:De,rel -75.161 -74.904 -74.259
SCF:D0,rel -48.721 -48.391 -48.668

MP2:Etot -762.424686 -762.425409 -762.420022
MP2:ZPE 166.086 166.181 165.495
MP2:De -91.452 -91.127 -89.764
MP2:D0 -62.532 -62.156 -61.479
MP2:De,rel -85.631 -85.291 -84.263
MP2:D0,rel -56.755 -56.319 -55.978

EMP(r):De -91.934 -92.013 -89.667
EMP(r):D0 -62.8 -62.6 -62.0
EMP(fl):De -94.956 -95.060 -92.503
EMP(f):D0 -72.8 -72.9 -72.1

a Etot is in hartree, the remaining values are in kcal/mol.De andD0 corrected for deformation energy are given asDe,rel andD0,rel; see section IIB.
EMP(r) and EMP(fl) denote a rigid and a flexible version of the empirical potential.
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(a) the low-cost SCF and (b) MP2 employing the double-zeta
Dunning basis (9s5p1d)/[3s2p1d] for the oxygen atom and
(4s1p)/[2s1p] for the hydrogen atom, plus polarization functions
with exponents 0.9 for O and 1.0 for H (DZ1P basis)63). This
basis set is not ideal for water clusters, but it is the largest that
could be realistically used with our computer resources forn
) 10 geometry optimization at a correlated level. This basis
was retained for smaller clusters as well, to obtain trends as a
function of size on a consistent level of accuracy. We expect
the MP2 minimum geometries to be fairly accurate; however,
the interaction energies may be affected by the errors in the
description of the monomer electric properties, as shown in
Table 1, and other limitations of the supermolecular method.55

It was suggested in many papers that electron correlation is
necessary to describe the structure and energetics of hydrogen-
bonded clusters. Treatment of the correlation problem at the
second-order perturbation theory (MP2) level was found to
produce more accurate results for the structure, vibrational
frequencies, and dipole moment as compared to SCF results.17

A related study64 commented that correlated calculations are
crucial for the two-body contributions to the energy. Ab initio
studies of frequency shifts in water with respect to monomers
demonstrated an underestimation of shifts by a factor of 1/2-
2/3 on the SCF level.55,65On the other hand, it was shown that
for some fairly small basis sets (e.g., 4-31G) one can reproduce
qualitatively frequency shifts for water clusters, already on the
SCF level, due to error cancellation.7 Still, it appears safer to
use a better basis on a correlated level.

The use of the DZ1P basis introduces a sizable basis set
superposition error (BSSE). We have used the counterpoise
correction method (CP) to account for BSSE in the calculations
of the binding energyDe at the minimum.66 We are aware of
the fact that this approach is far from perfect: BSSE should be
considered in each optimization step, not only for the optimized
final structures; however, the appropriate minimization code is
not yet available. The use of CP correction by Boys and
Bernardi,66 and the problems associated with it, are discussed,
e.g., in refs 67-69. Some authors note the overestimation of
the effect in this method correction.11,67,68 Still, we prefer to
apply the CP correction on account of the limited size of the
basis.

Inclusion of deformation correction is a relatively new issue.
At cluster equilibrium, the monomer is deformed slightly with
respect to the isolated monomer equilibrium geometry. To
account for that, a modification of the Boys-Bernardi procedure
has been proposed recently.70,71Edef denotes the energy required
to deform the monomers (calculated in the monomer basis set)
from their optimal geometries when isolated, to their optimal
geometries when interacting with each other in the complex.
The binding energyDe is calculated as the energy of the cluster
at the minimum, minus the energy of isolated monomers at the
same geometry, plusEdef. The latter correction is non-negligible
and amounts to 6-7% of |De| (i.e., several kcal/mol) in MP2;
see Table 2.

The ab initio calculations were carried out with a suite of
Gaussian 9472 programs. Full geometry optimizations were
carried out using the most stringent internal criteria of Gaussian
94 (VERYTIGHT option)72 at the SCF and MP2 (frozen core
approximation) levels. Harmonic SCF and MP2 frequencies and
infrared intensities were calculated using analytic second
derivatives (except forn ) 10, where the numerical option was
used). The calculated energies are shown in Table 2.De denotes
BSSE corrected minimum energy. The dissociation energyD0

was obtained by adding toDe zero-point energy correction

∆(ZPE) calculated with the unscaled harmonic frequencies
(∆(ZPE) is the difference between the sum of monomer ZPE,
and the cluster ZPE).De andD0 corrected for deformation are
also given in the table, asDe,rel andD0,rel. Figures 4 and 5 show,
respectively, the distributions of hydrogen-bonded O‚‚O dis-
tances and the calculated spectra, obtained with MP2. Listing
of unscaled ab initio frequencies and intensities can be found
in Tables 1-9 of the supplementary material. In Figure 5, for
the sake of comparison with experiment, the harmonic ab initio
MP2 frequencies were rescaled uniformly by the ratio of the
experimental and the calculated dangling OH frequencies
(0.943). The experimental cluster spectra can be seen in Figure
6 (together with some condensed phase spectra, which are shown
for comparison73,74).

Monomer geometry, unscaled frequencies, and electrical
properties are presented in Table 1. At the HF level, the
frequencies are all overestimated in the DZ1P basis set. The
electron correlation red-shifts the frequencies. At the MP2 level,
the OH stretching frequencies are still overestimated by some
100 cm-1, while the bending frequency is underestimated by
32 cm-1. Let ∆ν13 be the harmonic vibrational frequency
difference between the asymmetric and symmetric OH stretching
modes. Experimentally,∆ν13 is 110 cm-1, while the MP2 value
is 138 cm-1. The error in the bond coupling constant is more
serious than it looks, since potential coupling contributes only
about half of ∆ν13 (the other half is contributed by the
momentum coupling). This is an inherent inaccuracy in the MP2
prediction of harmonic water frequencies, even in a very large
basis set.55

The calculations for the hexamer prism Hxprism are reported
here to test the validity of the present computation against results
obtained by other authors in larger basis sets. The BSSE-
corrected binding energy calculated by us in MP2/DZ1P is
-43.602 kcal/mol; after correction for the relaxation energy of
the monomers, the binding energyDe,rel is equal to-41.075
kcal/mol. The BSSE-corrected binding energyDe of Hxprism in
the MP2/aug-ccpVDZ* basis is-40.22 kcal/mol.14 The BSSE-
correctedDe obtained in ref 11 in their largest basis set (MP2-
(FC)(HZ4P(1fg,2d)++) is -43.64 kcal/mol (the uncorrected
value is-46.61 kcal/mol). In the DZ1P basis set, the calculated
OH frequency shifts in the hexamer, relative to the mean
frequency of the two OH monomer modes (3991 cm-1) are as
follows: -764,-461,-377,-347,-219,-194,-169,-130,
-113,-43,-35,-26 cm-1. These values can be compared to
the ones calculated in the 6-31+G(D2d,p) basis set in ref 15
(here the reference frequency was 3900 cm-1): -685, -439,
-362, -314, -212, -191, -116, -100, -73, +2, +6, +8
cm-1. The qualitative agreement seems not unreasonable.
Finally, one may compare the (unscaled) calculated frequency
range spanned by the OH stretch spectra of the two heptamers
(415 cm-1 in SCF and 850 cm-1 in MP2, see Table 1 of the
supplementary material, and Figure 5), with the experimental
range which is close to 800 cm-1 (see Figure 6). The
underestimation of the frequency shifts on the SCF level is in
accord with previous experience,55,65 while the qualitative
agreement with experiment on the MP2 level is encouraging.

Let us conclude this paragraph: The accuracy of the presently
accessible ab initio methods (and of empirical potentials as well)
is insufficient for a quantitative calculation of cluster properties
in the size range considered. One can however hope for
qualitatively reasonable structures and spectra, useful for the
interpretation of the experimental data.

C. Cluster Structures and Spectra from Ab Initio. General
Structural Features.Figure 4 shows a distribution of O‚‚O
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distances between hydrogen-bonded pairs of molecules. As
already noted in the past, the O‚‚O distances in hydrogen bonds
emanating from DDA (i.e., in which DDA acts as a proton
donor) tend to be longer than bonds emanating from DAA, and
the corresponding OH bond frequencies tend to be higher (e.g.,
refs 7, 15, 47, 51, 54). Henceforth, the two kinds of hydrogen
bonds are denoted as DDA and DAA bonds. We suggest the
following physical reason for this difference between DDA and
DAA bonds: The bonding via the H atom tends to be
directional, i.e., the energy (and the frequency) is lowered if
the O atom of the bonding partner lies near the OH bond axis.
On the other hand, the bonding via O is less directional, i.e.,
the OH bond of the partner can point toward O from a broad
range of directions at a small energy expense, as long as the
OH‚‚O angle is reasonably close to 180°.75,76 Therefore, the
DAA molecules manage to optimize the hydrogen bond
geometry of the single bonded H atom much better than the
DDA molecules, which have to accommodate simultaneously
two H atoms within the constraints of the hydrogen bond
network; one should note that the O‚‚‚O‚‚‚O angles between
hydrogen bonds made by a DDA molecule in cage clusters are
substantially smaller than the HOH angle in water. The result
is the observed difference between the DDA and DAA in near
neighbor O‚‚O distances and in OH frequencies.

On the basis of O‚‚O distance distribution (Figure 4), the
cluster structures studied here can be loosely divided to “crystal-
like” and “amorphous”. A crystal is characterized by a discrete
distribution of interatomic distances; while in a topologically
disordered amorphous solid the distribution is continuous. The
clusters include two physically distinct categories of bonds
(DDA and DAA bonds). In the crystal-like clusters (O(S4)same,
O(D2d)opp, Nopp, Dbfl), all bonds of the same category have
approximately the same lengths; the O‚‚O distance distribution
is therefore doubly peaked, with a gap in between. In the
remaining amorphous clusters, DDA bonds still tend to be longer
than DAA; however, a broad length distribution is obtained,
without a pronounced gap separating the two categories.

Crystalline Clusters O(S4)same, O(D2d)opp, Nopp Dbfl. As noted
above, in these structures one obtains twowell separated and
distinctgroups of nearest neighbor O‚‚O bond lengths, near 2.62
and 2.79 Å, corresponding to DDA and DAA hydrogen bonds,
respectively (see Figure 4). The narrowness of the two R(O‚‚

O) distributions seems to be due the fact that all bonds between
three-coordinated molecules are of the same asymmetric type,
i.e., DDA molecules are connected only to DAA molecules and
vice versa. Even the DA molecules in Nopp and Dbfl adapt
themselves to the crystalline tendency of the rest and adopt O‚
‚O distances of 2.62 Å, which are close to DAA.

As a result, the calculated OH stretch spectrum of crystalline
clusters contains two well separated DAA and DDA bands (see
Figure 5). In addition, a third band is obtained for the dangling
OH (dang-OH) bonds at the cluster surface. These results are
in qualitative agreement with experiment (Figure 6). The
rescaled DDA/DAA frequencies correspond to mean frequencies
near 3520/3150 cm-1, in reasonable agreement with the
experimental values near 3550/3070 cm-1. The very large
differences in intensities between the DAA, DDA, and dang-
OH bands (see Figure 5) are in disagreement with experiment.
(Note however that the experimental spectra pertain to dissocia-
tion probabilities, and the infrared absorption intensity is only
one of the factors that determine the signal;51 see Appendix on
experimental details.)

Another feature which was not reproduced by the MP2
calculations is the splitting between the DDA symmetric and
asymmetric stretch∆ν13, which is 90 cm-1 in the calculation,
and 24-30 cm-1 in the experiment. Note that in then ) 8-10
clusters, the measured∆ν13 value is reduced by more than a
factor of 3 with respect to the gas phase! On the other hand, a
similarly small splitting of 45 cm-1 was measured for H2O
molecules isolated in the D2O ice.77 The value of∆ν13 is
dominated by a combined effect of intramolecular momentum
coupling between two OH bonds sharing an O atom and a
potential coupling term of the formkδr1δr2 between the two
bonds. In the gas phase, the two terms reinforce each other,
resulting in ∆ν13 ) 110 cm-1. The splitting that would be
obtained with momentum coupling only, while settingk to zero,
is about 60 cm-1. To reproduce the difference between gaseous
H2O and ice, one must change both the sign and the size ofk
with respect to the gaseous value to obtain partial cancellation
of momentum and potential coupling54,58 (see section III-2
below). While the calculated change in∆ν13 is in the right
direction (see also ref 7), it is much too small. Calculation of
quantities such as bond coupling constants or intensities requires

Figure 4. The histogram of near neighbor R(O‚‚‚O) distances between
pairs of hydrogen-bonded molecules in water clusters (MP2).

Figure 5. Calculated spectra for water clusters fromn ) 6 to n ) 10
obtained by MP2 normal mode analysis. Normal frequencies were
rescaled by 0.943. Intensity units: thousands of Km/mol. Note the
difference in intensity scales for the different sizes; the spacing between
the tick marks on they-axis is 1000 Km/mol for all graphs. Inn ) 7,
8, 10 spectra, the peaks due to the second isomer(Hnxt, O(S4)same, and
Dsame) are dashed.
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a very high-level correlated calculation, as shown already for
the monomer.55 This result underscores the need for experi-
mental input (in addition to ab initio calculations) for calibrating
a good flexible potential for water.

One may note, finally, that the second nonamer structure Nsame

is characterized by an intermediate behavior between the
crystalline clusters, and the “amorphous” ones described below.
The distribution of DDA and DAA bond lengths is broader than
in Nopp. The two hydrogen bonds near the DA molecule adopt
intermediate bond lengths (2.72 and 2.73 A). A collective
oscillation of these bonds results in a spectral feature just below
3400 cm-1, within the spectral gap of the crystalline clusters.

“Amorphous” Clusters Hxprism, Hlow, Hnxt, Dopp, Dsame. These
clusters are characterized by much broader distributions of DDA
and DAA bond distances (Figure 4) which are not well
separated. The structures include odd membered rings with
symmetric bonding configurations DDA-DDA and DAA-
DAA, which are absent in the crystal-like cluster family. The
O‚‚O distances in DAA-DAA pairs are significantly longer
than DAA bonds in asymmetric pairs, presumably because of
repulsion between adjacent dangling bonds. The O‚‚O distances
in DDA-DDA pairs are, for some reason, shorter than DDA
bonds in asymmetric pairs. These new bond lengths appear in
the gap between the two peaks in the R(O‚‚O) distribution of
crystal-like clusters. Inn ) 7, the R(O‚‚O) distances in the
vicinity of the DA molecules appear in the gap as well.
Additional contributions to broadening are due to the presence
of strained three-membered rings (in Hxprism and in the two
heptamers) and to the asymmetry of the heptamer and the
decamer structures. As a result, one finds both some very short
(asymmetrically connected) DAA bonds, and some very long
(asymmetrically connected) DDA bonds.

In amorphous structures, one finds near neighbor R(O‚‚O)
ranging from 2.58 to 2.89 Å, instead of two sharp peaks near
2.62 and 2.79 Å, as in the crystalline case. The calculated
amorphous spectra, which largely mimic the R(O‚‚O) distribu-
tions, contain numerous peaks, rather than two well-defined
DDA and DAA features (see Figure 5). This result is in
qualitative accord with the experimental heptamer spectrum,
which includessix hydrogen-bonded bands, rather than two, as
in the case of crystalline clustersn ) 8-10 (see Figure 6).
Although the MP2 calculation did not reproduce quantitatively
the complex experimental spectral pattern forn ) 7, it did

reproduce the presence of two very low frequency peaks, below
3000 cm-1. Each heptamer contributes one peak which corre-
sponds to a particularly short vertical DAA bond connecting a
trimer to a tetramer; the shortest bond of the “parent” Hxprism

structure is also present in the equivalent location (see the right-
most vertical DAA bond in all three structures in Figure 1).

III. Calculations of Cluster Spectra and Energetics with
the Empirical Potential

The calculations with EMP were carried out to supplement
the information on cluster energetics and dipoles. However, the
main focus was on the spectra. We attempted to construct an
empirical model capable of reproducing the experiment. As
described in the introduction, the model is based on the
parametrization of the OH bond frequency as a function of the
electric field at the H atom, while including intermolecular ZPM

Figure 6. Four top panels: experimental OH stretch spectra for
clusters, measured as the dissociated fractions. Left, bottom: infrared
absorption spectrum of an ice film at 90 K73 and of liquid water at 313
K.74 Right, bottom: spectrum of an ice nanocrystal surface at 120 K,
obtained as described in ref 73.

Figure 7. Calculated spectra for water clusters fromn ) 6 to n ) 10
using EMP potential, without ZPM averaging. That is, bond frequencies
are calculated usingE| at the EMP(fl) minimum. Inn ) 7, 8, 10 spectra,
the peaks due to the second isomer (Hnxt, O(S4)same, and Dsame) are
dashed. The intensities are in the same relative units for all clusters.
Note the difference in intensity scales for the different sizes; the spacing
between the tick marks on they-axis is 0.2 units for all graphs.

Figure 8. Calculated spectra for water clusters fromn ) 6 to n ) 10
using EMP potential, with ZPM averaging. To facilitate comparison
with experiment, the lines were assigned Lorentzian shapes of width
10 cm-1. For the nonamers, two isomer spectra were drawn separately,
the dashed line corresponds to Nsame. The intensities are in the same
relative units for all clusters. Note the difference in intensity scales for
the different sizes; the spacing between the tick marks on they-axis is
0.05 units for all graphs.
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effects. The spectra calculated without and with ZPM effects
are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

A. Technical Details1. The EMP Potential.The empirical
potential that is used here is a modified version of an empirical
polarizable water potential proposed in ref 62. The monomer
electric properties are represented by three point charges (two
positive ones on the H atoms, and a negative one on the water
bisector) and a single dipole polarizability center. At short
distances, the point charge/point polarizability description may
break down, resulting in artificially large induced dipoles. To
remedy this artifact, distance-dependent shielding was intro-
duced of the electric field induced by the charges at the point
polarizability site. The repulsive core of the potential was
represented by exponential interatomic terms. The modification
of the potential was carried out by us,61 in an effort to provide
a balanced description of all water phases (solid, liquid, and
clusters), and in particular to make the observed ordered
ferroelectric form of ice energetically favorable with respect to
proton-disordered ice.80 The parameters modified with respect
to the original version arers ) 1.25 Å andboo ) 2.65 au;61

moreover, the polarizability center was shifted by 0.48 Å from
the original location at the O atom (down the bisector of H2O
and toward the middle of the molecule; the latter shift stabilizes
the ferroelectric Cmc21 form of ice with respect to disordered
ice). The EMP potential is rigid. Some calculations were carried
out with a simple flexible extension of EMP,61 in which the
following intramolecular term was added to the potentialVintra

) ∑m)oh1, oh2, hh 0.5km(rm - rm
0 )2 + k′(rhh - rhh

0 )(roh1 + roh2 -
roh1

0 - roh2
0 ), with rm

0 adopted from the monomer geometry of
the corresponding rigid PES (roh ) 0.9572 Å, rhh ) 1.5139 Å).
The force constants arekoh ) 0.5924 au,khh ) 0.1317 au, and
k′ ) -0.12 au. This flexible extension doesnot represent a
serious effort to represent the dependence on intramolecular
coordinates; it is used here for rough estimates of flexibility
effects, e.g., on cluster energetics. The flexible extension is
denoted below EMP(fl). In passages in which both the rigid
and the flexible versions of EMP are discussed, EMP(r) denotes
the rigid version. Otherwise, EMP denotes the rigid version.

One may note that the qualitative geometric properties of
cluster minima calculated with EMP are in accord with ab initio,
except that DAA and DDA bond lengths are longer. In
crystalline clusters, DAA and DDA O‚‚O distances obtained
with EMP(fl) are at 2.75 and 2.85 Å, respectively, rather than
2.62 and 2.79 Å, as in MP2.

2. A Scheme to Calculate OH Spectra.As in our previous
studies of ice54,59 and clusters,51,53,79OH bonds are treated as
local Morse oscillators. The ground state is approximated as a
product of ground Morse states for all of the OH bonds, and
the ground state energy as a sum of Morse ground state energies.
An excited state is expanded in the exciton basis∑ ci|1i〉, where
|1i〉 is a product basis state with one quantum in bondi and
zero quanta in the remaining bonds. The crucial ingredient in
constructing the Hamiltonian matrix is the dependence of the
bond Morse parameters on the strength of the hydrogen bonds;
this issue is discussed separately, in the next subsection.

The OH bonds are coupled via intra and intermolecular
coupling. The intramolecular coupling is a sum of momentum
couplingp1p2 cos(HOH)/mo between two OH bonds sharing an
O atom,81 and a potential coupling term of the formkintraδr1δr2

(δri is a bond displacement from equilibrium;pi, the conjugate
bond momentum;mo, the mass of the O atom). As discussed in
section II, the value ofkintra for DDA molecules can be estimated
from the observed splitting between the symmetric and asym-
metric stretch in the DDA band of crystalline octamer cubes

near 3550 cm-1; the splitting is similar to that of H2O isolated
in D2O ice. The value ofkintra for DAA and DA molecules is
much less important, because of the large frequency gap between
the two bonds.. Thus, one can use reasonably safely the ice
value (kintra ) 0.0385 mdyn/Å54) for all cluster molecules.
Instead, a formula was adoptedkintra ) -0.110+ 0.07425 (f1
+ f2); fi ) [exp(xi) - exp(-xi)]/[exp(xi) + exp(-xi)]; xi )
0.015(3720- ωi) where ωi is the bond frequency in cm-1

calculated as described in the next subsection and the resulting
kintra is in mdyn/Å. This formula extrapolates smoothly between
the gaseous value of the coupling (-0.11 mdyn/Å) and the ice
one for DDA and employs the suggestion of a low-level ab
initio calculation,7 that the DAA value is closer to the gas phase
than the DDA one.

The intermolecular coupling is modeled as an oscillating
dipole-dipole interaction,kddδr1δr2, with kdd ) µ′2[(e1e2) -
3(e1er)(e2er)]/r3, wheree1, e2, ander denote unit vectors along
the two bonds and along the distance vectorr, calculated here
using the minimum geometry. That is, the effect of intermo-
lecular ZPM on the coupling was not included. (However, the
largest coupling elements are only a few tens of inverse
centimeters, while the pertinent spectral range is 800 cm-1;
therefore, this approximation should not affect the spectra
significantly.) The OH bond dipole derivative is known to
increase strongly with the strength of the hydrogen bond (or
the red-shift in the OH frequency). Following combined ab initio
and Monte Carlo results of ref 65 for liquid water and our studies
of ice surface spectra,54 linear dependence was adopted for (µ′)2

on the bond frequencyµ′ ) [0.464+ 0.03103(3720- ωi)]1/2

where the result is in in D/Å; this formula yields the gaseous
valueµ′ ) 0.68 D/Å82 at the dangling OH frequency while at
3220 cm-1 (near the peak of the ice spectrum, see Figure 6),µ′i
) 4D/Å, in accord with the value proposed for ice in ref 83. In
the large distance limit, the exact choice of the origin of the
dipole-dipole interaction (e.g., at the O atom, or at the OH
midpoint) does not affect significantly the coupling. However,
since the dipole-dipole interaction formula is used also for the
nearest neighbor coupling, some choices should work better than
others. A recent theoretical study of ice spectroscopy84 suggested
that the optimal choice is a point on the OH bond, 0.65 Å from
the O atom; this choice is employed in the present study.

The Morse matrix elements〈0|pi|1〉 and〈0|δri|1〉, which are
needed in the calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix in the
exciton basis, are given in ref 85. The infrared absorption
intensity to an excited state81 is proportional toI ) (Eexc -
Egs)|V|2, whereEexc and Egs, denote excited and ground state
energies and the body-fixed componentsk ) x, y, z of the
transition dipole vectorV are calculatedas Vk ) ∑i

cieikµ′i〈0|δri|1〉. Thus, the bond dipole derivative is assumed to
be directed along an OH bond. In reality, this is true for ice;
whereas in a gaseous water molecule, the bond derivative is
directed 25.2° outside the bond.57 The true orientation of the
bond dipole derivatives in water clusters is an interesting
(unanswered) question.

At present, no effort was made to calculate the line widths,
which, experimentally, are typically in the range 10-25 cm-1.
To facilitate visual comparison with experiment, the calculated
spectral lines were converted to Lorentzians of width 10 cm-1

(see Figure 8). Additional details on the computational model
can be found in refs 54, 59, 79, 84. Note that the model does
not include the effect of the Fermi resonance with the bending
overtone. As further discussed below, we believe that this effect
is small.
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3. Dependence of the OH Morse Parameters on the Hydrogen
Bond Strength and on Intermolecular ZPM. As noted above, it
is assumed here that the bond frequencyωi is somefunction of
E|. The question to be addressed is whether one can reproduce
the measured spectra with this parameterization. The function
ω(E|), shown in Figure 9, was constructed by fitting to
experiment, mostly to then ) 7-8 spectra. The function was
represented as a sequence of points, with cubic spline interpola-
tion between them. In this section it is explained how this
function was used to obtain the bond force constant, while
including ZPM effects.

The relation between OH stretch and intermolecular motion
was assumed SCF-like. That is, the bond stretch constantkbond

) MOH[ω(E|)]2 (MOH is the reduced mass of O and H) was
averaged over the intermolecular motion. First, energy mini-
mization and normal mode analysis were carried out using EMP-
(fl). For the purpose of averaging, the intermolecular vibrational
wave function was approximated as a product of Gaussians (i.e.,
harmonic ground state wave functions). Here,kbond can be
expanded as

wherekmin is the value at the minimum,Q1, Qm, Qn denote
intermolecular normal modes,Fl is a function of a single normal
mode, and higher terms describe simultaneous dependence on
two or more modes. It is now assumed that the main contribution
to the average value ofkbondoriginates from the first two terms,
and the contribution ofGm,n and higher terms is neglected. To
justify that one may consider the Taylor expansion ofkbond in
normal modes, thenFl ) a1Ql + a2Ql

2 + a3Ql
3... and Gm,n )

b11QmQn + b12QmQn
2 + b21Qm

2Qn + ... All low order terms in
Gm,ncontain odd powers ofQm, Qn. If the intermolecular motion
is not strongly anharmonic, then their average is small; whereas
in Fl all even diagonal terms, starting froma2Ql

2, contribute to
the mean value ofFl. Within these assumptions, the mean value
of kbond, averaged over ZPM, is given by

where the last average〈 〉l is over thelth Gaussian, while all
other normal modes are set to zero. The latter averaging is
carried out numerically, using four-point Gauss-Hermite
integration.86 The above procedure yields the bond force

constant; the corresponding bond frequency isω′i ) (〈kbond〉/
MOH)1/2. However, for OH bonds it is preferable to use a Morse
potential,25,87 Di[1 - exp(-Riδri)]2, rather than harmonic
formulas. The free OH Morse parameters were taken asDo )
0.19036 Hartree andRo ) 1.19801 bohr-1. For each bondi,
these parameters were rescaled, so that the fundamental Morse
frequencyωi (i.e., the difference between the first two Morse
energy levels divided byp) will be equal toω′i, calculated as
described above.88 The rescaledDi and Ri were then used in
the Morse matrix elements needed in the calculation.

It is of interest to compare the EMP spectra calculated without
ZPM averaging (Figure 7), with ab initio spectra (Figure 5);
the latter were also obtained for the minimum configurations,
but by normal mode analysis. The crystalline three-band spectra
(O(S4)same, O(D2d)opp, Nopp, Dbfl) are qualitatively similar in both
methods. Both methods yielded amorphous spectra with numer-
ous peaks for the remaining clusters; however, despite vague
similarities in the overall appearance of the spectra, the spacings
between the peaks do not match.

4. Calculations of ZPE Contributions to the Binding Energy.
In one set of calculations, the rigid body diffusion Monte Carlo
method (RBDMC89) was employed, in conjunction with the rigid
EMP potential. These calculations yielded intermolecular zero-
point energy, ZPEinter, in the framework of the rigid H2O model.
DMC is a numerical method to solve the time-independent
Schrödinger equation by a random walk of a cloud of replicas
of a quantum system;90 in the long time limit the distribution
of replicas in space approaches the vibrational wave function.
The rigid body DMC treatment developed in our group89 reduces
the problem of numerical noise and allows for larger Monte
Carlo steps; it is justified by the large gap between the inter-
and intramolecular frequencies. The present calculations em-
ployed 2000 replicas, a time step of 30 a.u., and 10000-15000
steps per simulation. The value of ZPEinter seems converged
within 0.1 kcal/mol.

In the second set, effects of molecular flexibility were
included. The binding energyD0 was calculated as a sum of
minimum energy obtained with EMP(fl), plus ZPEinter, plus
∆(ZPE)intra. The value of ZPEinter was taken from the RBDMC
simulation as described above. In order to double check this
value, it was recalculated as a sum of harmonic zero-point
energies of intermolecular normal modes, obtained from normal
mode analysis employing EMP(fl). The two numbers for
ZPEinter, which are of the order of 3 kcal/mol/H2O, differed by
at most 0.14 kcal/mol/H2O for the small cluster sizes; the
difference decreased to a few hundredths kcal/mol/H2O for n
) 10.

∆(ZPE)intra is a difference between the intramolecular ZPE
in a cluster and in free H2O. The main contribution to
∆(ZPE)intra, originating from the stretching vibrations, was
calculated as a difference between Morse ground state energies
of OH bonds in a cluster and free OH. The small bending
contribution was estimated as 0.5p(ωcluster - ωgas) ≈ 0.1 kcal/
mol/H2O. (The gas bending frequency is 1595 cm-1; the bending
frequency in the cluster was taken as 1668 cm-1, the mean of
the DDA and DAA frequencies measured for the ice sur-
face.87,91)

B. Results: Cluster Energetics Calculated with Ab Initio
and EMP. Table 2 gives the listing of cluster energies both in
ab initio and EMP. Figure 10 shows the results for for the
minimum energy De/n, and for the binding energy corrected
for ZPE D0/n, in units of kcal/mol/H2O (ab initio values were
corrected for BSSE and deformation). While the numerical
values obtained in the different methods of calculation differ

Figure 9. The function ω(E|). Cubic spline interpolation is used
between the points.

kbond) kmin + ∑l Fl(Ql) + ∑m,n Gm,n(Qm, Qn) + ...

〈kbond〉 ) kmin + ∑l 〈∆l〉

〈∆l〉 ) 〈kbond(E|) - kmin〉l
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from each other, the trends as a function ofn are quite similar.
The cluster energy decreases by about 1 kcal/mol/H2O between
n ) 6 andn ) 8, and by only 0.2-0.3 kcal/mol/H2O in the
rangen ) 8-10. The following additional points are of interest.

a. At the present level of ab initio, the correlation (estimated
as a difference De(MP2)- De(SCF)) contributes about-1 kcal/
mol/H2O (11-12%) to the binding energy. The ranges cited
here and below refer to the variation betweenn ) 6 to n ) 10;
i.e., the correlation contribution increases from 11% forn ) 6,
to 12% forn ) 10.

b. The MP2 minimum energyDe/n is higher by 13-9%
(about 1 kcal/mol) than the EMP(fl) value; the difference is
somewhat smaller for EMP(r). The minimum energies calculated
with MP2 tend to be too high, as a result of incomplete inclusion
of correlation. The EMP binding energy of ice is very close to
the value derived from experiment;61 however, this potential
may overestimate the dimer well depth by as much as 10%.92

Thus a several percent overestimate for then ) 6-10 clusters
is not unlikely. The trueDe/n lies probably somewhere between
the MP2 and EMP values.

c. While the energy trends as a function ofn seem quite
similar in all the different methods, the small energy differences
between the different isomers vary and do not seem to be very
reliable in any of the methods. The pertinent differences are up
to several hundredths’ of kcal/mol/H2O. For example, the
energies of the “opp” isomers ofn ) 8 andn ) 10 are lower
than those of the “same” isomers in MP2, but higher in EMP-
(fl). The calculated ZPE-corrected energy of Dbfl is 0.08 kcal/
mol/H2O above that of the lowest double-pentameric isomer,
both in MP2 and EMP(fl); however, the experiment suggests
that Dbfl is the ground state configuration.51

d. The cluster energy cannot be considered as a simple sum
of bond energies. For example, the lowest energy nonamer
differs from the O(D2d)opp octamer by an addition of atwo-
coordinated water molecule to a wholly three-coordinated
cluster; despite that, the mean binding energy per molecule
decreasesslightly from n ) 8 to n ) 9. The same is true, more
dramatically, for the transition fromn ) 6 ton ) 7. Also, Dsame

and Dopp decamers include two extra hydrogen bonds, with
respect to Dbfl. Despite that, the minimum energy of Dsameand
Dopp is lower by only 1 kcal/mol (MP2), or 2.5 kcal/mol (EMP-
(fl)), as compared to Dbfl.

e. While the minimum energy per molecule decreases
substantially in the rangen ) 6-10, the fractional contributions

of the different energy components remain strikingly constant.
The nearly constant fractional contribution of correlation to ab
initio binding energies was mentioned above. The same kind
of effect is seen in EMP calculations. For EMP(r), the fractional
contribution to minimum energy of many body terms due to
polarizability is in the range 22-24.5%. The intermolecular ZPE
is in the range 34-31% of |De| for EMP(r), and 27-22% for
EMP(fl).

f. A non-negligible contribution to the binding energy
(between-0.6 and-0.8 kcal/mol/H2O) originates from the
stretch ZPE. The stretch frequency is lowered substantially as
a result of hydrogen bonding, resulting in additional cluster
stabilization with respect to gaseous H2O.

g. The total ZPE calculated with MP2 is 20-40% larger than
that obtained with EMP(fl). This rather large difference seems
to be due, predominantly, to the difference in the shape of the
potential wells in the two schemes. (As noted above, MP2
frequencies were calculated for the BSSE uncorrected ab initio
potential.)

C. Cluster and Molecular Dipoles.the results pertaining to
the dipoles are shown in Figure 11. The pertinent calculations
were carried out for minimum energy configurations obtained
with EMP(r). (The results with EMP(fl) are very similar, except
that the nonzero dipole sizes are larger by a few hundredths of
Debye.)

Hydrogen bonding is known to enhance molecular dipoles
of H2O in clusters and condensed phases.93,94 The mean
molecular dipoles in the clusters increase slightly as a function
of n, from 2.45 to 2.55 Debye. These values are still quite short
of 2.81 Debye, obtained for proton disordered ice at a minimum
energy configuration, with the same potential.61 Interestingly,
in the clusters, the induced molecular dipole, and the total H2O
dipole are not aligned; the mean cosine of the angle between

Figure 10. Variation of the minimum energyDe/n (bottom four curves)
and the binding energyD0/n (top four curves), with the cluster size.
Energies are in kcal/mol/H2O. All 10 structures were included in the
plot in the same order as in Table 2.

Figure 11. Solid: cluster dipole, in Debye. Dot-dashed: mean
molecular dipole, in Debye. Dashed: mean cosine of the angle between
the total molecular dipole, and the induced dipole. The last two
quantities are shown in the top panels, on an expanded scale. All 10
structures were included in the plot in the same order as in Table 2.
EMP(r) calculation.
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the two vectors (0.945) corresponds to misalignment of about
19°. (The mean cosine obtained in a 20 K simulation of ice is
0.999.)

The total cluster dipole varies strongly as a function ofn.
The largest values, corresponding ton ) 6 (Hxprism) andn )
10 (Dbfl) are 2.7 Debye, close to the mean H2O dipole. A
minimum is obtained for the zero-dipole octamers.

D. Intermolecular ZPM Effect on OH Stretch Spectra.
Figures 7 and 8 show OH stretch spectra calculated within the
EMP scheme, without and with the ZPM correction. The effect
of ZPM is complicated. Deviation of a hydrogen bond from
linearity and hydrogen bond stretching reduceE| and thus
increase the bond frequency. However, there is also a contribu-
tion from short bond length configurations with highE|. The
bond force constant does not depend linearly on intermolecular
displacements from equilibrium (if it did, the calculated effect
were zero). ZPM correction is exceedingly sensitive to the
detailed shape of theω(E|) function; in fact, this function was
constructed by laborious adjustment of the points in Figure 9,
to obtain reasonable agreement with experiment forn ) 7, 8.
The calculated ZPM effect varies from bond to bond; for
hydrogen bonded OH, the frequency shifts due to ZPM are
mostly several tens of inverse centimeters. The shifts may be
either positive or negative; all frequency shifts below 3350 cm-1

are positive, while both positive and negative shifts are found
in the higher frequency range. Negative shifts were found only
for n ) 6, 7, 10 (Dsameand Dopp). Some of the positive shifts in
the low frequency range are as large as 80-200 cm-1.

Comparison of Figures 7 and 8 shows that the main ZPM
effect on the relatively simple crystalline spectra (O(S4)same, O-
(D2d)opp, Nopp, Dbfl) is a blue-shift of the DAA band, otherwise
the qualitative appearance of the spectra is preserved. However,
the complex pattern of peaks of the amorphous clusters is altered
significantly by the ZPM, chiefly because of nonuniform shifts
of the different peaks. Note in particular the changes in then
) 7 spectra and the large blue-shift of the middle feature of
Dopp, Dsame (from 3200 to 3340 cm-1). While the present
numerical results depend on the parameterization used in this
study, the main qualitative result, that the ZPM effects may alter
substantially the spectra, is likely to be correct.25

E. Calculated Versus Experimental OH Stretch Spectra.
The level of agreement with experiment which could be
achieved with the present scheme is seen from comparison of
Figures 6 and 8. The comparison between theory and experiment
is associated with several difficulties. The chief one is that we
are using theory for assignment, and at the same time trying to
learn something about the molecular force field, using the
experimental data. As noted above, the calculated small energy
differences between different isomers, which are of an order of
several hundredths kcal/mol/H2O (e1 kcal/mol ) 500K), are
not likely to be very meaningful in any of the computational
methods. On the other hand, the estimated temperature of the
clusters is in the range 60-120 K, and therefore the experi-
mental conditions discriminate between structures differing in
energy by a fraction of a kcal/mol. Thus, the calculated low
energy minima should be considered ascandidatesfor the
observed structures; the final assignment can be suggested only
by comparison of observed and calculated spectra. Moreover,
the list of candidates may be incomplete, since even thousands
of minimizations starting from random initial conditions are not
guaranteed to produce all of the low lying minima. The
considerations used to assign the spectra to the different
structures can be found in refs 51 and 53, and are also reviewed
below, together with the discrepancies between theory and

experiment. The main discrepancies pertain to intensities and
to missing spectral lines in the calculated spectra.

1. Octamers.Here, the assignment presents the least difficulty;
all of the peaks in the spectrum are reproduced quite well using
the two O(S4)sameand O(D2d)oppstructures. These structures were
suggested in the past as the lowestn ) 8 minima (see, e.g.,
refs 33, 36, 28) and were also obtained by us as the lowest
minima in numerous minimizations employing EMP. Moreover,
all calculations apparently agree that these two minima are
particularly stable and close in energy to each other. Each of
the two peaks below 3100 cm-1 is contributed by a different
isomer, while the doublet near 3550 cm-1 is due to symmetric-
antisymmetric stretch splitting in DDA molecules of both
isomers. The latter splitting is not due entirely to intramolecular
coupling; when the latter is set to zero, the splitting is reduced
but does not disappear.

The calculated intensity of the dangling OH band above 3700
cm-1 is well below that of hydrogen bonded bands, while the
measured peak intensity of all three bands is similar. A similar
discrepancy was found for other cluster sizes as well, and in ab
initio. One may note that, in the experiment, the infrared
transition probability is weighted by the dissociation probability
and that there may be a problem of line saturation. On the other
hand, our modeling efforts are hampered by the lack of
information on detailed dependence of the direction and the size
of bond dipole derivative on hydrogen bond strength and
geometry (see section III-2 above).

2. Heptamers.As noted in the ab initio section, the assignment
to two lowest energy isomers is supported by two lines measured
below 3000 cm-1; each isomer contributes one low frequency
feature. The different spectral features are reproduced by the
calculation within several tens of inverse centimeters. The
assignment of the observed peaks to the different OH bonds of
the heptamers can be found in ref 53.

The main discrepancy is in the number of peaks. In the DAA
band near 3100 cm-1 there are three calculated peaks; the
measured band looks more congested. Similar observations are
made in the 3500-3600 cm-1 DDA band, although here the
discrepancy is smaller.

We tried unsuccessfully to improve the agreement by adding
additional low energyn ) 7 isomers, some of which are
described in ref 53. A possible explanation might be some
contamination by the octamers, whose spectral lines are about
3.5 times more intense than the heptamer ones. (Note the
differences in the intensity scale ofn ) 7 andn ) 8 in Figure
8, which are due to the fact that heptamer peaks are contributed
by individual bonds, while the octamer peaks originate from
collective modes.) The heptamer was investigated by a number
of theoretical studies;13,16,21,26,27,33,32some of them13,26,33,32

obtained the same lowest minimum (or two minima) as in this
study.

3. Nonamers.The Nopp isomer corresponds to the lowest
energy in both EMP and MP2; it was also proposed as the lowest
energy structure in a number of other studies.16,26,31,32,38Its
calculated spectrum includes a doublet in the DDA region, in
accord with experiment, and two dominant peaks in the low
frequency band; one at 3077 cm-1, due to collective cage
excitation, and another at 3137 cm-1, due to collective vibration
of the DA molecule, and the adjacent DAA molecule that points
toward it (see Figure 2). The features match reasonably the
experiment; however, the experimental band near 3100 cm-1

is continuous and includes several overlapping peaks, rather than
two isolated ones. The next nonamer isomer, Nsame, has a rather
different spectrum, with features in the 2900-3000 cm-1 and
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3400-3500 cm-1 regions. Interestingly, in this isomer, the DA
frequency is much higher than that in Nopp, close to DDA. The
features in the 3400-3500 cm-1 range are due mostly to the
collective excitation of the hydrogen bonded OH in the DA
molecule and of the adjacent DDA which is pointing toward it
(see Figure 2, a similar result was obtained in ab initio).
Unfortunately, in the pertinent set of measurements, the range
below 3000 cm-1 was not explored. There seem to be no peaks
in the 3400-3500 cm-1 range, which however was only
partially accessible to the experiment (see Appendix). So the
second isomer cannot be ruled out at present, but it does not
seem to account for the missing lines in the 3100 cm-1 band.
The peak intensity of the nonamer lines is comparable to that
of n ) 8, 10, therefore the extra lines do not seem to be due to
contamination. The same problem is encountered forn ) 10;
possible explanations are discussed later in this section.

4. Decamers.The two Dopp, Dsameisomers correspond to the
lowest energy structures, obtained as a result of numerous
minimizations employing EMP. The calculated spectra of the
two isomers nearly overlap (the doublet structures of the three
features below 3400 cm-1 originate from contributions from
two isomers). The new structural feature with respect ton ) 8,
9 is the symmetric DDA-DDA and DAA-DAA bonding in
one of the walls of the cage, the result of the odd number of
molecules in the pentamer rings (see back walls of the two
minima in Figure 3). The result is a peak in the 3300-3400
cm-1 range corresponding to a collective excitation of two nearly
parallel bonds connecting the DDA-DDA and DAA-DAA
pairs. This spectral feature is absent in the experiment. Better
agreement with experimental spectra was attained using the Dbfl

isomer, whose calculated minimum energy is higher than that
of the lowest energy double pentamer (by 1.4 kcal/mol in MP2
and by 2.6 kcal/mol in EMP(fl)). The energy difference is
reduced substantially after inclusion of ZPE effects (to 0.8 kcal/
mol in both methods); the reduction is due to greater rigidity
of the Dopp, Dsame structures. Dbfl is still higher in energy;
however, errors in energy differences of an order of 1% of
minimum energy are not unexpected, so in reality Dbfl could
be the ground state. One may note that Dsamewas obtained in
ref 32 as the lowest decamer minimum in the TIP4P potential,
while ref 31 proposed Dbfl as the lowest TIP3P minimum.

As in the case of the nonamer, the calculated low frequency
band of Dbfl includes two peaks, rather than several overlapping
peaks, as in the experiment. We did not succeed in finding
another isomer with a spectrum that is similar to Dbfl, except
for displaced low frequency lines, to account for this discrep-
ancy. In the course of the search, a cis isomer of Dbfl was found,
in which the dangling OH of the two DA molecules points to
the same side of the cluster rather than to two opposite sides
(see Figure 2 and further discussion below); however, the
calculated spectra of the two isomers virtually overlap.

5. Missing Lines in the Low Frequency Band of n) 9, 10.
One possible mechanism to account for the missing lines is a
Fermi resonance with the bending overtone. This possibility was
discarded on the following grounds. The origin of the bending
overtone in the gas phase is at 3152 cm-1. A recent study91 of
the ice surface spectroscopy provides the values 1684 and 1652
cm-1 as bending fundamentals of DDA and DAA molecules,
89 and 57 cm-1 above the gaseous bending frequency. The
calculated MP2 bending frequencies in clusters are at least 80
cm-1 above the gas phase. Therefore, the bending overtone
frequencies in the clusters are expected more than 100 cm-1

above the gas phase, well beyond the upper frequency limit
(about 3150 cm-1) of the problematic DAA/DA band. In fact,

a small peak measured in the heptamer at 3250 cm-1 was
assigned by us as a bending overtone.53

Another possibility is hot bands, that is, OH stretch excitations
in clusters with excited intermolecular modes. Several lowest
normal frequencies, corresponding to skeletal O‚‚O‚‚O bending,
are in the 45-90 cm-1 range both in MP2 and in EMP.
Therefore, there should be a substantial component of such
excited states, if the cluster temperature is near the estimated
upper limit of 120 K. The OH line shifts resulting from such
excitations can be estimated in the framework of the present
scheme. The shifts are at most 20 cm-1 and are insufficient to
account for the observed continuous band width of about 100
cm-1.

Of course, our minimization studies could have missed some
additional structures which contribute the missing lines.

Finally, the possibility of splittings due to multiple minima
is considered. The present scheme assumes a cluster localized
around a single minimum and performing approximately
harmonic intermolecular ZPM. This picture is supported by the
fact that intermolecular ZPE calculated with RBDMC is
reproduced within several percent or better while using the
harmonic normal modes. On the other hand, clusters have, by
definition, multiple minima obtained by permutations of water
molecules. We found however that the intermolecular con-
nectivity network of the cluster is retained throughout rather
lengthy DMC runs; therefore, exchange of molecules seems
infrequent, and the corresponding tunneling splittings, small.
However, in the case of Nopp, Nsame, and Dbfl, DMC simulations
were found to sample more than one minimum. Each of the
nonamers frequents two minima, and Dbfl frequents four minima.
The “loose” anharmonic degree of freedom, which connects the
minima, corresponds to a hindered rotation of the dangling OH
of each DA molecule; the orientation of the dangling OH in
the corresponding minima differs by about 100 degrees. In the
n ) 9 isomers, as shown in Figure 3, the motion can be
described as a transition from an “up” orientation to a nearly
horizontal orientation. The two minima are exactly isoenergetic
in Nopp, and nearly isoenergetic in Nsame(the “up” orientation
is 0.003 kcal/mol higher in energy for the EMP potential). In
Dbfl, as shown in Figure 2, each of the two dangling OH of DA
may point either “into the page” or “out of the page”; one then
obtains two equivalent trans minima and two equivalent cis
minima (in EMP, cis is 0.02 kcal/mol below the trans; the ab
initio calculations described in this article pertain to trans, which
was discovered first95). The fact, that all of the minima are
frequented during the DMC simulation suggests a low transition
barrier. The multiple well potential may support two or more
low lying states, which, at the experimental temperature, could
result in a complex DAA/DA spectral band. This effect cannot
be reproduced in the framework of the present treatment of the
effect of intermolecular motion on the spectra, which assumes
delocalization around a single minimum. More investigation is
necessary. Related high amplitude motions of DA molecules
have been described for the hexamer cage.41,46

It is noted finally, that the remaining complexes were found
in fact to be localized around their respective single minima
throughout the DMC runs.96

IV. Some Comments on the Relation between Clusters
and Condensed Phases

A question that is frequently asked by people outside the field
is “What are clusters good for?” After all, a cluster is not a
very important form of matter in nature. The obvious answer is
that clusters constitute a valuable source of information on
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intermolecular interactions. However, in addition it is often
suggested that clusters can be used as small models for
condensed phases. Then the question to be asked is “Which
condensed phases?” It has been suggested that cluster studies
are relevant to either liquid water or ice, on the basis of the
evolution of H2O properties toward condensed phases as a
function of cluster size.

In fact, interesting analogies can be drawn between clusters
and condensed phase behavior. For example, based on the R(O‚
‚O) distributions, one can divide the clusters into crystal-like
and amorphous categories (see section IIC). Studies of cluster
dynamics by other authors27,28,97 showed interesting melting-
like transition in water clusters of various sizes. Still, the clusters
in the n ) 6-10 size range are a very long way from any of
the condensed phases (liquid water, crystalline, or amorphous
ice). This can be seen, for example, from the fact that IR spectra
of clusters are totally different from those of condensed phases
(Figure 6); the latter peak within the spectral gap of then )
8-10 clusters. The difference is not surprising, since the
structure of all these condensed phases is dominated by four-
coordinated water molecules, while the structure of the pertinent
clusters is dominated by three-coordinated ones. The spectrum
of the heptamers includes peaks within the gap, the result of
the presence of a broad range of hydrogen bonding geometries;
still, the heptamers lack totally the dominant condensed phase
speciessa water molecule with four bonds in an approximately
tetrahedral arrangement.As long as this species is absent, a
water cluster is neither a model for liquid nor for ice in their
macroscopic forms.Characteristic features of (H2O)n in the size
range of our interest, the presence of two distinct kinds of
molecules (DDA and DAA) and three kinds of OH bonds (DAA,
DDA, and dangling), also set clusters apart from condensed
phases. One may note that clusters can be considered a high-
density form of H2O, as compared to ordinary condensed phases.
For example, the ice Ih structure is dominated by hexagonal
rings of water molecules with much empty space in between,
while in the clusters considered here, the typical ring size is of
3-5 water molecules.

The condensed phase which is most closely related to the
clusters is the surface. (The clusters are “all surface”.) The
spectrum of the ice surface, obtained by Devlin73 is shown in
Figure 6. While infrared intensity is present in the low and high
frequency range characteristic of cluster DAA and DDA, the
surface spectra are still quite different from the cluster ones.
This finding is not too surprising. The surface bilayer of ice
includes more than 50% of four-coordinated water molecules.54

Moreover, the surface three-coordinated molecules are connected
to four-coordinated H2O, rather than to other three-coordinated
molecules, as in the clusters, and the surface DDA bonds are
expected to be much less strained.

The final comment pertains to proton disorder in crystalline
ice and its relation to clusters. Ordinary ice Ih and some other
ice forms are proton disordered.94 That is, molecular orientations
are random within the constraints of the so-called ice rules (two
chemically-bonded and two hydrogen-bonded H atoms around
each O, in a tetrahedral arrangement). Thus only O atoms form
a periodic arrangement, while H atoms are disordered. A partial
transition of ice Ih to the ordered ferroelectric form can be
induced at 72 K, in the presence of the KOH impurity.80 The
smalln ) 8-10 crystallites detected in the beam experiment51

are “proton-ordered” in a sense that only a few low energy
H-atom arrangements are present. However, minimizations
employing EMP resulted in numerous additional minima, which
can be divided into families, characterized by a similar O-atom

arrangement and different H-atom arrangements. (Related issues
are addressed in ref 98 in the context of neutral and protonated
water clusters.) All of the minima shown in Figures 1-3 have
numerous higher energy “cousins” of a similar O-atom structure.
As already noted in ref 51, the higher minima are characterized
by broadening and overlap of DDA and DAA bands, i.e., an
amorphous spectral signature. (The broadening is due to DDA-
DDA and DAA-DAA bonds and to asymmetry of the
structures.) As crystalline clusters are heated, broadening of
spectra should occur as a result of orientational disordering,
transitions between different “prototype” O-atom arrangements,
and, ultimately, melting. Investigation of the interplay between
the different factors is of interest. Broadening as a function of
temperature should be observable experimentally.

V. Summary

The present study considered the structural, energetic, and
spectroscopic trends in three-dimensional water clusters from
n ) 6 to n ) 10. The MP2 (frozen core)/DZ1P calculations are
reported, together with studies employing a polarizable empirical
potential. The chief observable of our interest is the OH stretch
spectrum, because of its striking sensitivity to hydrogen bonding.
The ten studied structures are shown in Figures 1-3; most of
them were used to assign the recently measured OH stretch
spectra of size selected water clusters.51,53 The structures may
be considered as derived from octamer cubes by either insertion
or removal of water molecules.

The structures can be loosely divided into crystal-like
(O(S4)same, O(D2d)opp, Nopp, Dbfl) and amorphous (Hxprism, Hlow,
Hnxt, Dopp, Dsame) groups; Nsame is an intermediate case. The
main form of hydrogen bonding in the first group is asymmetric,
between DDA and DAA three-coordinated water molecules; all
bonds emanating from DDA are long, and all bonds emanating
from DAA are short. All O‚‚O bonds in the same group are of
similar length (at 2.62 and 2.79 Å in MP2). The amorphous
structures include, in addition, symmetric bonds between the
same kinds of molecules (DDA-DDA and DAA-DAA). The
small amorphous clusters include strained 3-membered rings.
The result is a broad distribution of nearest neighbor O‚‚O
distances, rather than two peaks.

The O‚‚O nearest neighbor distance distribution is mimicked
by the OH stretch spectra. The crystal-like structures yield two
distinct relatively narrow spectral features in the hydrogen-
bonded region corresponding to DDA and DAA bonds, with a
gap in between. The amorphous structures yield numerous
hydrogen bonded bands in a broad spectral range. This result
is in qualitative accord with the experimental spectra. The
rescaled DDA/DAA frequencies calculated on the MP2 level
for the crystal-like clusters correspond to mean frequencies near
3520/3150 cm-1, in not unreasonable agreement with experi-
mental values near 3550/3070 cm-1. Another experimental result
reproduced by the ab initio calculations, is the remarkably broad
frequency range (around 800 cm-1) covered by the heptamer
spectrum. However the ab initio calculations at the present level
are insufficient to reproduce the finer features of the spectra,
such as the symmetric-antisymmetric stretch splitting of the
DDA band in the octamer spectrum and the intricate seven band
peak pattern of the heptamers.

An effort was then made to construct an empirical model
capable of reproducing the experiment. For each structure, OH
stretch excitations were calculated by diagonalizing a Hamil-
tonian matrix in an exciton basis. The OH bonds were treated
as coupled local anharmonic oscillators. The connection between
the bond frequency and the hydrogen bond strength was
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modeled by assuming that the bond force constant is determined
by E|, the electric field component parallel to OH, at the H
atom; this connection was suggested by past ab initio studies.60

E| was calculated using permanent charges and induced dipoles
of an empirical polarizable potential EMP. A continuously
decreasing functionω(E|) was constructed (Figure 9), with
which it was possible to reproduce the measured spectra ofn
) 7-10, within a few tens of inverse centimeters (see Figures
6 and 8). The main discrepancy is some “missing” lines forn
) 9, 10 in the calculated spectra; the discrepancy may be caused
by line splitting originating from double well vibration of two-
coordinated DA molecules. It is hoped that, despite its limita-
tions, the present scheme will be useful in the assignment of
OH spectra of larger clusters and other water-containing systems.
(It is presently implemented for ice surface spectroscopy.54) The
calculations demonstrated high sensitivity of OH spectra to
structural details and, in accord with some previous studies,78,79

a substantial effect of intermolecular zero-point motion on
intramolecular cluster spectra.

Cluster energetics was investigated using both ab initio and
EMP. Despite the differences in MP2 and EMP energy values,
there is good agreement in the trends as a function ofn (see
Figure 10). However, small energy differences between adjacent
isomers for a givenn do not agree and, more generally, do not
seem very reliable in any of the currently available computa-
tional methods. The cluster energy cannot be considered a simple
sum of hydrogen bond energies, because of substantial many
body effects. For example, Dsame and Dopp decamers include
two extra hydrogen bonds with respect to Dbfl; however, the
minimum energy difference is small, well below the value
expected for two hydrogen bonds. The ZPE contribution toD0

constitutes about 25% of the well depth and modifies signifi-
cantly the cluster energetics. A non-negligiblenegatiVe contri-
bution to the binding energy originates from the stretch ZPE;
this is because the stretch frequency is lowered substantially as
a result of hydrogen bonding, resulting in additional cluster
stabilization with respect to gaseous H2O.

Finally, the relation was discussed between clusters in the
present size range, and condensed H2O phases. While interesting
analogies can be drawn, the clusters are a long way from any
of the macroscopic condensed phases, as long as the cluster
structure is dominated by three- rather than four-coordinated
water molecules. This point is exemplified, for example, by the
totally different OH stretch spectra of clusters and of H2O liquid
and ice (see Figure 6).
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Appendix: Experimental
Since the experiments are described in some detail in refs

51 and 53 and new results have not been obtained, we will give
here only a short account of the methods applied. The clusters
are prepared by an adiabatic expansion of a dilute mixture of
water vapor at temperatures of 338 K to 360 K with helium as

carrier gas at pressures of 1.8 bar to 2.3 bar. The nozzle is either
a conical one (opening angle: 2R ) 30°, diameter: 90µm,
length: 2 mm) forn ) 8, 9, 10 or a plain one (diameter 146
µm) for n ) 7. Then the clusters are size selected by momentum
transfer in a scattering experiment with helium atoms. This
technique has been developed in the laboratory of one of the
authors in Go¨ttingen99,100and allows selection of clusters up to
sizes of aboutn ) 15, provided that the angular and velocity
resolutions of the apparatus are high enough to separate the
different cluster contributions. This is mainly achieved by using
helium in the production of the two beams. An important
variable to characterize the clusters is the temperature. It
sensitively depends on the conditions of the source and the beam
composition. Unfortunately, it is difficult to measure it in a
straightforward way. We are working on two methods. One is
the simulation of the cluster production and the relaxation in
the supersonic expansion. The other possibility is the determi-
nation from the deexcitation of low energy vibrational cluster
modes in inelastic helium atom scattering experiments.101 Both
evaluations are under way, and first estimations give temper-
atures between 60 and 120 K.

The particles are detected by electron impact ionization and
mass analyzed by a quadrupole mass filter. The detector is set
on the largest possible scattering angle for each size. Clusters
of larger size cannot reach this angle. To discriminate against
the smaller clusters in the beam the mass spectrometer is
operated at the masses of the corresponding nominal masses,
the protonated (H2O)nH+ ions.

Then the size selected cluster beam interacts with the tunable
infrared radiation of an optical parametric oscillator pumped
by a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The tuning range is between 2400
and 3800 cm-1 at an average output energy of 2 mJ/pulse, a
resolution of 0.2 cm-1, and a repetition rate of 20 Hz. Because
of water impurities in the crystal, the arrangement has an
intensity gap between 3460 and 3500 cm-1. In the accessible
frequency range, the OH stretch mode of the water molecules
is excited, and subsequently the clusters dissociate by vibrational
predissociation. The decrease in the detector signal is used to
record the spectrum as function of the laser frequency. What is
plotted in Figure 6 are in fact dissociated fractionsPdiss ) 1 -
exp[-σ(V)F/hV], whereσ(ν) represents the dissociation cross
section,F the laser fluence, andhV the photon energy. Here,
σ(ν) is, in turn, the product of the transition dipole moment
and the decay profile of the dissociation.102 Thus one cannot
directly compare these results with calculated intensities which
are only based on the transition dipole moment. In addition,
the laser fluence is large enough that saturation effects cannot
be excluded for those parts of the spectrum with large cross-
sections, while parts with small cross-sections are not affected.
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